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"I believe we are moving into an Age of  
Consciousness. As a result, our awareness of  

the physical, emotional and the spiritual  
will grow and define the choices we make, the lives 

we live, and the brands we love."

- Yasmin Sewell
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She helped direct the ambition, atmosphere and product offering at Browns, Chloe, 
Mulberry, Moda Operandi, Shinsegae South Korea,  

and Style.com. In her role as chief creative consultant at Liberty Yasmin reconfigured 
its iconic entrance hall into an eclectic bazaar, attracting  

80 new brands including the then emerging fragrance houses Frederic Malle and 
Escentric Molecules. 

That Yasmin has championed so many now famous designers in her career – from 
Acne, The Row, Christopher Kane and Roksanda – should come as no surprise really, 
but convincing menswear designer JW Anderson to shift his main focus from mens to 

womens clothing? That was Yasmin too. 

Running alongside her career Yasmin is a lifelong advocate for personal self-care, 
wellbeing and energetic connection. Her friends always joke that, if they shook her, 
she would rattle, such is her dedication to supplements. Yasmin uses her kuuki wo 

yomu as a personal tool for well being.   
A meditator for over 20 years, Yasmin has held sellout retreats in London in 

collaboration with Vedic Meditation expert Gary Gorrow. In addition Yasmin is trained 
in Integrative Quantum Medicine™ and Reiki practise. 

In May 2021 Yasmin’s twin passions entwined into her own wellbeing business, 
Vyrao, a multi-dimensional wellbeing brand that launched with five energetic and 

healing fragrances developed with London-based master perfumer Lyn Harris. 
Hawaiian Quantum Energist and healer Louise Mita is the force behind the 

supercharged Herkimer diamond crystals within each bottle. The brand debuted in 
Selfridges London, and Saks, New York in summer 2021. 

With her new business Yasmin wants to show that everyone can raise their vibration 
and work with their energetic field using Vyrao. 2022 sees Vyrao broaden its range 

with candles and incense, in April 2022 Vyrao makes it debut across Australia at 
Mecca. 

About Yasmin Sewell

Yasmin Sewell’s career is built on strong sense of instinct and her talent for what the Japanese call 
kuuki wo yomu, a word used to mean ‘reading the atmosphere’. In 1998, at the age of 22, the new 

arrival from Sydney to London opened a store without a storefront; pretty much against all advice. 
Yasmin had a feeling it would work. She knew the young fashion designers’ she had discovered and 
loved, like Rick Owens, were worth going on a mission up some back stairs for. Before long, Yasmin 

Cho was named one of the most influential stores in the world by the New York Times. 
Yasmin later made a series of moves in her fashion career, none at all predictable, but all guided by her 

kuuki wo yomo and desire to share her joy of beauty, fashion, design and the magic of being in the 
now with her community, whether at retail, online, or on her influential social channels. 



Vyrao is derived from the Latin verb vireo:  
I am verdant, I am vigorous, I sprout new, 

green growth.
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Our Purpose 

Vyrao exists to awaken and raise energy,
altering your state of mind.

Tapping into the growing global presence of  
holistic wellbeing, Vyrao uses best-in-class  

ingredients, healing plant and flower essences, 
and energetic medicine to create tangible  
products and meaningful experiences for  

a modern audience.
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The fragrances

We believe fragrance is a potent tool for wellbeing.

Launched with five high vibration fragrances the multi-benefit scents 
have been formulated by one of the world's best noses. 

Amplifiers of energy, each Vyrao fragrance is created from plant
and flower remedies and comes with its own supercharged

Herkimer diamond crystal.

Each incredible fragrance evokes a specific positive emotion and 
awakens the energetic field. 

The fragrances are 80% organic and comprised of 88-89% natural  
ingredients. We use 100% sugarcane alcohol, grown without pesticides 

and fertilizers. Vyrao packaging is created from 100% recycled and 
recyclable fibres.

VYRAO Vision
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The Sixth VYRAO Vision

The Sixth - Psychic Scent

Vyrao launched a new scent in 2022, The Sixth - the jewel of the  
collection. Similarly to our other fragrances, it is formulated with  

a specific intention. This time we use the power of scent to promote 
one's mindfulness and intuition. 

The Sixth is the result of synergy between science and magic. 
The ingredients have been carefully selected by our psychic consultant, 
Kat, and the prolific nose, Maebh, who has used scientifically backed 

data on ingredients that increase mindfulness. 
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Bottle Design
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Fragrances & Ingredients

Free 00 

Liberation and Sensuality
 

Lemon - Uplifting

Mandarin - Elevating

Egyptian Jasmine - Sensuality

Orange Flower Absolute - Anti-anxiety

Vanilla - Sensuailty

Waterlily - Courage of heart

Musk - Clarity

Sandalwood - Grounding

Witchy Woo

Courage and Creativity

 

Moroccan Orris Absolute - Courage and creativity

Thorny Rose - Love and enlightenment 

Cinnamon - Anti-anxiety 

Black Pepper - Anti-anxiety

Patchouli - Balance 

Frankincense  - Illumination

Sandalwood - Grounding

White Musk - Clarity

Carrot Seed - Stimulation – anti-stress and anxiety

Iris Absolute - Cleansing and harmonising 

  

Magnetic 70 

Attraction and Protection
 

Vetiver – Sensuality & Grounding

Cedar Wood – Attracts Positivity

Frankincense – Illumination

Angelica Seed – Protection Against Negative 

Energies

Iris Absolute - Cleansing and Harmonising

Juniper Wood– release negative emotions

Elemi– Aligns Chakras

Black Pepper - Anti-anxiety

I am Verdant 

Transformation and Illumination

Bergamot - Clarity and Joy

Cyclamen - Uplifting and cleansing

Frankincense - Illumination

Iris Absolute - Cleansing and harmonising

Orange Flower Absolute - Anti-anxiety

Black Pepper - Anti-anxiety

White Musk - Clarity

Juniper Wood - Releases negative emotions

Georgette 

Self Love

Turkish Rose - Self-love and Enlightenment

Violet Leaf Absolute- Self-Expression and 

Individualism

Sandalwood - Grounding

Patchouli - Balance 

Guaiac Wood (from Palo Santo tree) - 

Energy Clearing and Raising 

Pink Pepper Acceptance and Compassion 

towards self and others – self worth

Black Tabacco Absolute – Joy and Peace

Vanilla- Sensuality

The Sixth 

Mindfulness & Intuition
 

Cypress Oil - boosts mindfulness benefits

Patchouli Oil - boosts mindfulness benefits

Apple - calming and uplifting

Basil Oil - reduces anxiety, promotes focus

Juniper Berry Oil - calming, stress release

Angelica Root Oil - releases negative feelings

Gentian Root - calms nervous system

Wormwood Oil - anxiety relief 

Fennel Oil - releasing judgement, letting go of 

what no longer serves you

Rosemary Oil - balances nervous system

Peppermint Oil - relieves restlessness 

Oakwood - calming, boosts positive emotions 

Cedarwood - soothing, reduces stress

Fir Balsam Absolute - balancing 

Oak Moss - emotionally grounding
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Fragrances & Ingredients

Sun Ræ

for Joy & Happiness

Bergamot Oil - Clarity & joy

Lemon Oil (Italy) - Uplifting & invigorating 
Turmeric Leaf (LMR) - Uplifting & anti-oxidant 
Turmeric Root (LMR) - Mood-enhancing & anti-

inflamatory

Fresh Ginger Oil (LMR) - Self-confidence 
Cardamom Oil (LMR) - Energising & aphrodisiac 

Black Pepper Oil - Anti-anxiety
Basil Oil (Madagascar) - Energise & uplift 
Vetiver Oil (Haiti for Life LMR) - Calming & 

sensual 
Sandalwood - Grounding & sensuality

Amber - Tranquality & comfort
Musk - Clarity & sensuality

High Five 

To Feel It All

Georgette – Self Love

I am Verdant – Transformation & Illumination

Witchy Woo – Courage & Creativity

Magnetic 70 – Attraction & Protection

Free 00 – Liberation & Sensuality
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Box Design



Candles

Large candle - multi wick Small candle - single wick
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Incense 
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Still Life Campaign

Click to view all films on @vyraoworld

https://www.instagram.com/vyraoworld/?hl=en


Brand Campaign: 

Worked with 5x exceptional photographers to create a rich 
visual storytelling for each fragrance. 

The photographers capture the essence of their allocated 
scent in an individual and uncompromising way.  

The main campaign is an array of bold imagery and  
creative expression. 
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Witchy Woo

Igor Pjoort

Magnetic 70
 

Luis Alberto Rodriguez

I am Verdant

Lea Colombo

Brand Campaign: 5x Fragrances 5x Photographers

Free 00

Katie Burnett

Georgette
 

Alex Leese
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Emma Dudlyke
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Ræ
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Incense - Thomas Cristiani
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Fragrance - Vicki King
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Press
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Press Highlights

https://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and-lifestyle/article/yasmin-sewell
https://www.independent.co.uk/extras/indybest/fashion-beauty/best-vegan-organic-natural-perfume-a8335201.html
https://www.vogue.com/article/yasmin-sewell-vyrao-us-launch
https://www.instyle.com/best-fragrances-based-on-astrological-signs-7092804
http://Click to read
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/best-luxury-spa-break-near-me-uk-book-2023-9nw05ghrx?gclid=CjwKCAiAzp6eBhByEiwA_gGq5MxYDvT7Ao2UmOOsBQ-vKPKTrDaJJICwZdxAo1dKTXAmQtqRlM4DcxoCcu4QAvD_BwE
https://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and-lifestyle/article/yasmin-sewell
https://www.standard.co.uk/homesandproperty/interiors/hollie-bowden-interiors-january-spring-clean-b1048474.html
https://www.elle.com/uk/fashion/a37571530/yasmin-sewell-fashion-reinvention/
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Press Highlights

https://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and-lifestyle/article/yasmin-sewell
https://www.independent.co.uk/extras/indybest/fashion-beauty/best-vegan-organic-natural-perfume-a8335201.html
https://www.instyle.com/best-fragrances-based-on-astrological-signs-7092804
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/best-luxury-spa-break-near-me-uk-book-2023-9nw05ghrx?gclid=CjwKCAiAzp6eBhByEiwA_gGq5MxYDvT7Ao2UmOOsBQ-vKPKTrDaJJICwZdxAo1dKTXAmQtqRlM4DcxoCcu4QAvD_BwE
https://www.standard.co.uk/homesandproperty/interiors/hollie-bowden-interiors-january-spring-clean-b1048474.html
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Press Highlights - January 2023

https://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and-lifestyle/article/yasmin-sewell
https://www.independent.co.uk/extras/indybest/fashion-beauty/best-vegan-organic-natural-perfume-a8335201.html
https://www.instyle.com/best-fragrances-based-on-astrological-signs-7092804
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/best-luxury-spa-break-near-me-uk-book-2023-9nw05ghrx?gclid=CjwKCAiAzp6eBhByEiwA_gGq5MxYDvT7Ao2UmOOsBQ-vKPKTrDaJJICwZdxAo1dKTXAmQtqRlM4DcxoCcu4QAvD_BwE
https://www.standard.co.uk/homesandproperty/interiors/hollie-bowden-interiors-january-spring-clean-b1048474.html
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.wallpaper.com/beauty-grooming/vyrao-fragrance-alternative-healing-perfume
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.wallpaper.com/beauty-grooming/vyrao-fragrance-alternative-healing-perfume
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.vogue.com/article/best-perfumes-for-women
https://www.wallpaper.com/beauty-grooming/patchouli-perfumes-are-the-hedonistic-scent-of-the-season
https://www.spherelife.com/style/sphere-curates-foolproof-artisan-fragrance-gift-valentines-2023
https://www.spherelife.com/insider-london/little-black-book/sphere-curates-most-luxurious-valentines-gifts-her-2023
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
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Press Highlights - January 2023
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.wallpaper.com/beauty-grooming/vyrao-fragrance-alternative-healing-perfume
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.wallpaper.com/beauty-grooming/best-experimental-rose-perfumes
https://luxatic.com/best-new-fragrances-for-women/#22_Vyrao_I_Am_Verdant
https://www.spherelife.com/style/sphere-curates-foolproof-artisan-fragrance-gift-valentines-2023
https://www.kk.no/mote/dette-er-arets-beste-skjonnhetsprodukter/78203027
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
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Press Highlights - February 2023
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/02/t-magazine/witchcraft-supernatural-fragrances.html?utm_campaign=likeshopme&utm_medium=instagram&utm_source=dash+hudson&utm_content=ig-tmagazine
https://www.esquire.com/uk/style/grooming/g42658599/incense/
https://www.spherelife.com/style/sphere-curates-foolproof-artisan-fragrance-gift-valentines-2023
https://www-elle-no.translate.goog/ukas-onskeliste/804189?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en&_x_tr_pto=wapp
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
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Press Highlights - February 2023
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/beauty/300795927/valentines-day-fragrances-to-gift-or-keep-for-yourself
https://www.glamourmagazine.co.uk/article/brit-awards-2023-nominations
https://www.vogue.co.uk/beauty/article/valentines-day-self-pleasure-kit
https://fashionz.co.nz/love-thyself-14-self-care-treats-for-february/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
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https://showstudio.com/news/yasmin-sewell-launches-bewitching-new-brand
https://showstudio.com/news/yasmin-sewell-launches-bewitching-new-brand
https://www.spherelife.com/style/beauty-grooming/5-minutes-perfume-messenger-alice-du-parcq
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20


" It is therefore not surprising that it is a brand of food 
supplements, The Nue, which has crossed the border 

separating aromachology from fine perfumery in 2020, 
relying on the results of research carried out by Firmen-

ich, Swiss giant of perfumes and aromas, and the very 
serious Brain & Behavior Laboratory of the University of 
Geneva. Or whether it is rather on the side of niche hous-
es like Edeniste or Vyrao, working respectively with the 
Japanese laboratory Takasago and with IFF, that hybrid 
concepts are developing, mixing fragrance, well-being 

and neuroscience."
- Denyse Beaulieu
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https://showstudio.com/news/yasmin-sewell-launches-bewitching-new-brand
https://www.harpersbazaar.fr/beaute/parfums-fonctionnels-humeur_87
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://spur.hpplus.jp/beauty/topics/2023-03-07-stWKqA/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/beauty-features/neuroscents-stir-up-emotions-1235556204/
https://www.wallpaper.com/fashion-beauty/mood-boosting-functional-fragrances
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbes-personal-shopper/article/best-st-patricks-day-gift-ideas/?sh=ac18f4654356
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://spearswms.com/mothers-day-2023-luxury-relaxation-wellbeing-gifts/
https://www.esquire.com/uk/style/g38511392/man-candles/
https://www.whowhatwear.co.uk/best-new-perfume
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbes-personal-shopper/article/best-st-patricks-day-gift-ideas/?sh=ac18f4654356
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.glamourmagazine.co.uk/gallery/witchy-perfumes
https://www.whowhatwear.co.uk/best-new-perfume
https://theindustry.beauty/estee-lauder-companies-invests-in-yasmin-sewells-new-generation-fragrance-brand-vyrao/
https://cosmeticsbusiness.com/news/article_page/Fragrance_brand_Vyrao_lands_minority_investment_from_Estee_Lauder/207837
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/lauder-steps-wellness-investing-british-fragrance-brand-vyrao-1235582293/


"Activate your sixth sense — Yasmin Sewell, 
founder of the label, joined forces with her 
medium to imagine an intuition enhancer. 
Angelica, fennel, peppermint, cedar... Fif-
teen natural ingredients (including herbs 
used by Benedictine monks during their 

meditations), soothing raw materials and a 
rock crystal make up this functional 

formula. The Sixth”
- Julie Levoyer
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https://showstudio.com/news/yasmin-sewell-launches-bewitching-new-brand
https://showstudio.com/news/yasmin-sewell-launches-bewitching-new-brand
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.bustle.com/style/best-perfume-2023
https://www.gq.com/gallery/best-gift-ideas-for-men
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.gq.com/gallery/best-gifts-for-mom
https://fashionista.com/2023/04/best-perfumes-fragrances-spring-2023
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.vogue.com/article/best-spring-candles
https://www.instyle.com/best-gourmand-perfume-7377128
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.gq.com/gallery/best-gifts-for-mom
https://fashionista.com/2023/04/best-perfumes-fragrances-spring-2023
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.wundermanthompson.com/insight/neuroscents
https://www.nylon.com/beauty/connect-to-your-spiritual-self-using-the-magic-of-fragrance
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/these-scented-candles-and-oils-will-have-your-house-smelling-divine-5vzmcvxsl
https://fashionista.com/2023/04/best-perfumes-fragrances-spring-2023
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://cosmeticsbusiness.com/news/article_page/Cosmetics_Business_reveals_the_top_5_fragrance_trends_of_2023_in_new_report/208585
https://www.marieclaire.co.uk/beauty/fragrance/summer-perfumes
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://cosmeticsbusiness.com/news/article_page/The_fragrance_trend_tapping_into_main_character_energy/208854
https://theindustry.beauty/this-weeks-beauty-launches-hailey-biebers-rhode-skin-wishfuls-first-water-based-cleanser-and-more/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
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https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.nylon.com/beauty/best-perfumes-for-compliments-2023
https://www.thezoereport.com/beauty/self-pleasure-fragrances
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/uk/beauty/fragrance/g25330034/best-new-womens-fragrances/
https://www.marieclaire.co.uk/life/travel/clifftop-lodges-isle-of-portland-review
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20


"Marked as the brand’s seventh fragrance, it 
is a scent you will need more of. “Sun Ræ” 

offers a warm burst of refreshing 
citrus notes with hints of turmeric, lemon 
and ginger. As it dries down, it transforms 
into a serene and calming aroma infused 

with amber and a non-aggressive powdery 
finish on the skin."

- Stixx M
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https://showstudio.com/news/yasmin-sewell-launches-bewitching-new-brand
https://hypebae.com/2023/5/may-best-beauty-launches-jones-road-chanel-beauty-the-ordinary
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https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://magazine.grittypretty.com.au/4243929/june-2023-fragrances/
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/fashion/trends/g43711631/best-housewares-for-summer-house-refresh/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/fragrance/yasmin-sewell-selfridges-vyrao-wellness-1234827209/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.standard.co.uk/shopping/esbest/beauty/yasmin-sewell-favourite-things-b1083981.html
https://www.businesspost.ie/irish-tatler/7-essential-scents-for-the-summer/
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
https://www.ft.com/content/ad2f09b6-2361-4ae5-bb4d-7eda22e2bf20
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VYRAO Press Deck

"This perfume brand blows my mind. 
Amazing, intriguing, interesting scents, and 

God knows I don’t think that very often."

– India Knight, Sunday Times Style
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“I'm convinced that Vyrao is in its own league…
If her track record is anything to go by, Vyrao is 

set to be a bonafide success.”

– Hetty Mahlich, Showstudio

“... Vyrao, a new range of perfume, created 
by Yasmin Sewell, ... is quite frankly, a game 

changer. ...it’s impossible to pick a favourite as 
they all really are that good.”

– Penny Goldstone & Sunil Makan, Marie Claire

“Yasmin Sewell, has made a career out of hitting 
on trends before they become trends, 

and this latest launch seems poised to follow 
the same trajectory.”

– Mary Cleary, Wallpaper

“Yasmin Sewell is moving onward…with a 
series of five “high vibration” unisex fragrances 

that are true multitaskers. Not only do they 
smell good, they’re also meant to supercharge 

wearers with feelings of self-love, courage 
and creativity, and bestow 

illumination, protection and courage.”

– Samantha Conti, WWD
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“You’ll be entranced by the smoky, sexy aroma 
of Witchy, the scent of Claridges Spa.”

– Claridges, Sunday Times

“Vyrao is about choosing fragrance for yourself, 
and for your self-empowerment. The future of 
fragrance is exactly this: about amplifying your 
joy and wearing scent for you, like a rebellious 

act of true self-worth.”

– Alice du Parcq

“Free 00 is next level, it makes me feel alive and 
uninhibited, I’m walking around blissed out.”

– Natalie Imbruglia, The Strategist
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VYRAO Press Deck

"Vyrao is one of the most exciting new 
introductions I’ve seen in the fragrance category 
in a long time. Much like its founder, Yasmin, the 
brand has heart, soul, dynamism, individuality 

and style. Something very special. 

Vyrao feels niche and artisanal, yet commercial, 
too—often a hard balance to strike. We feel very 
lucky to have Vyrao at Violet Grey, to introduce 
this beautiful brand to our discerning customer 

and to help build its presence."

– Sarah Brown, Violet Grey
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